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A BOAT IN THE STRATOSPHERE

By

V. Ponedel'nik
Eleven Records by the "M-10" Seaplane.

Recently, eleven world records were set with the "M-10 domestic seaplane, with jet engines. It reached an altitude of 14,042 meters carrying a five-ton load; and also set two records for one and two-ton loads. Then, without a load it reached an altitude of 14,742 meters; with a ten-ton load it reached 12,700 meters; then 12,120 meters with a 15-ton load; and with the maximum load, 15,204 kilograms, it climbed to over two kilometers. Later, carrying five tons, it covered a distance of 1,000 kilometers, attaining the record speed of 875.86 kilometers per hour. At this time, four speed records were set: without load, and with five, two and one-ton loads.

The seaplane's crew were: Pilot First Class Georgiy Ivanovich Bur'yanov, Navigator First Class Vladimir Mikhaylovich Bogach and Radio Operator Viktor Porfir'evich Perebaylov.

These records will be submitted to the International Aviation Federation for confirmation.

September 16, 1961, by telephone.